We study stationary black brane solutions in the context of N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity in five dimensions. Using the formalism of first-order flow equations, we construct examples of extremal black brane solutions that include Nernst branes, i.e. extremal black brane solutions with vanishing entropy density, as well as black branes with cylindrical horizon topology, whose entropy density can be computed from a Cardy formula of the dual CFT.
Introduction
Extremal black solutions in low energy effective theories arising from string theories always offer scope for understanding aspects of the Hilbert space of the quantum gravity theory that arises in this context. In the fortuitous cases where the asymptotics of the geometry or the near horizon geometry is either global AdS or a quotient of the Poincaré patch of AdS, these solutions may be analyzed in terms of thermal ensembles in the holographic dual CFTs, and hence either offer a bulk view of strongly coupled field theory processes in the boundary theory or a microscopic understanding of the thermodynamic properties of the extremal black solutions [1] .
There has been extensive progress in constructing and analyzing extremal black hole solutions from both the bulk and the holographic CFT points of view. Recent developments in the construction of extremal black solutions with non-trivial scalar fields in gauged supergravity theories in four dimensions show that the presence of the fluxes can give rise to a wide variety of asymptotically non-flat backgrounds [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . One of the salient features of the solution space of gauged supergravity actions in four dimensions is the existence of horizons with non-spherical horizon topology, such as R 2 , and a specific subset of these solutions involve extremal black branes with zero area density and hence zero entropy density [9, 10, 11, 6] .
The thermodynamic behavior of these systems are closest to real condensed matter systems (low entropy at zero temperature) and in cases where these brane solutions can be found in asymptotic AdS backgrounds, they can in principle be used to study dual condensed matter systems with quantum phase transitions at zero temperature, as in [12, 13, 14, 15] . An example of an extremal black brane solution that satisfies the third law of thermodynamics (the Nernst law) was obtained in [6] as a solution to the STU model of N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity in four dimensions. However, it was also found to be difficult to obtain analytic solutions describing extremal black brane solutions in asymptotic AdS 4 backgrounds which, as recalled above, represents a worthy endeavor in view of possible applications in holography. Hence, in the following, we shift focus to gauged supergravity in five dimensions, with the intent of finding extremal solutions in asymptotic AdS 5 backgrounds, or extremal solutions with a near horizon geometry given in terms of a quotient of the Poincaré patch of AdS 3 , so that one can use the dual CFT to arrive at a microscopic understanding of the black brane entropy density. We will not rely on supersymmetry to construct these extremal solutions. Various types of extremal (not necessarily supersymmetric) five-dimensional black solutions with flat horizons have already been discussed in [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 12, 22, 23, 24, 7, 15] .
In this paper, we follow roughly the pattern of exploration set up in [3, 6] for the fourdimensional case. We begin by rewriting the five-dimensional N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity action in terms of squares of first-order flow equations. In the ungauged case, it is known [25] that there exist multiple rewritings based on different 'superpotentials', depending on the charges that are turned on. In the presence of fluxes, we observe a similar feature. The flow equations we obtain are supported by electric charges, magnetic fields and fluxes of electric type. The solutions we construct include Nernst solutions in asymptotic AdS 5 backgrounds (i.e. black solutions with vanishing entropy density) as well as non-Nernst black brane solutions that describe extremal BTZ×R 2 -solutions. The latter have a cylindrical horizon topology S 1 × R 2 , with the geometry being a quotient of the Poincaré patch of AdS 3 trivially fibered over an R 2 surface. The near-horizon AdS 3 × R 2 solution has been obtained before in [18, 19] using an analysis based on supersymmetry.
We can immediately compute the entropy density of the BTZ×R 2 black brane by using the Cardy formula of the dual CFT, thereby obtaining a microscopic derivation of the bulk entropy density. A salient aspect of the first-order rewriting that gives rise to these black branes is the fact that the angular momentum, the electric quantum numbers and the magnetic fields are organized into quantities which are invariant under the spectral flow of the theory, exactly as in the ungauged case [26] . This serves as a useful tool to identify the real quantum numbers of a worldvolume CFT in a string theory construction of gauged supergravity, and sets an indicator of the symmetries such a purported theory should satisfy.
We also reproduce the non-extremal black brane solutions of [27] and the electric solutions obtained recently in [24, 7] .
The paper is organized as follows. We consider two first-order rewritings of the bosonic action of N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity. The first rewriting is performed in section 2. The solution space of the resulting first-order flow equations encompasses static, purely magnetic solutions. We verify that the Hamiltonian constraint is satisfied (appendix A summarizes the Einstein equations of motion). In section 3 we briefly discuss the relation of these flow equations with the four-dimensional flow equations obtained in [3, 6] . We refer to appendix B for the details of the comparison. In section 4 we turn to the construction of solutions to the first-order flow equations in five dimensions. First we consider exact solutions with constant scalar fields. These solutions do not carry electric fields, but may have magnetic fields, and they have rotation. We construct extremal BTZ×R 2 solutions that are supported by magnetic fields, as well as rotating Nernst geometries in asymptotic AdS 5 backgrounds. Then we obtain numerical solutions with non-vanishing scalar fields, with and without rotation. These have BTZ×R 2 near horizon geometry and are asymptotically AdS 5 . They constitute generalizations of a solution given in [7] to the case with several running scalar fields and rotation.
In appendix C we turn to a different first-order rewriting. This is motivated by the search for solutions with electric fields. This rewriting is the one performed in [28] for static black hole solutions, which we adapt to the case of stationary black branes in the presence of magnetic fields. The resulting first-order flow equations allow for the non-extremal black brane solutions constructed in [27] , as well as for the extremal electric solutions obtained in [24, 7] .
First-order flow equations for stationary solutions
In the following, we derive first-order flow equations for extremal stationary black brane solutions in N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity in five dimensions with n Abelian vector multiplets. We work in big moduli space. We follow the exposition given in [25] for the ungauged case and adapt it to the gauged case.
Flow equations in big moduli space
Following [21] , we make the ansatz for the black brane line element,
while for the Abelian gauge fields A A M (A = 1, . . . , n) we take
Here the P A are constants and A A t , A A z depend only on r. The associated field strength components read
where denotes differentiation with respect to r, and (e A ) corresponds to the four-dimensional electric field upon dimensional reduction. The solutions we seek will be supported by real scalar fields X A (r) and by electric fluxes h A . The ansatz (2.1) and (2.2) is the most general ansatz with translational invariance in the coordinates t, x, y and z and with rotational invariance in the x, y-plane, cf. [15] . The bosonic part of the five-dimensional action describing N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity is given by [29, 30] 4) where the scalar fields X A satisfy the constraint
The target space metric G AB is given by
where
Inserting the solution ansatz into this action, we find that the Ricci scalar contributes
while the gauge field kinetic terms contribute 8) with F A rt given in (2.3). The Chern-Simons term, on the other hand, can be rewritten as
where T D denotes a total derivative term. Inserting these expressions into (2.4) yields the one-dimensional Lagrangian L,
where we dropped total derivative terms. Now we express the electric field (e A ) in terms of electric charges q A by performing the Legendre transformation L L = L − q A (e A ) , and obtain
Substituting this relation in (2.10) gives
Furthermore, using
we obtain 15) where T D denotes again a total derivative, which we drop in the following. Next, we express C in terms of a constant quantity J which, in the compact case, corresponds to angular momentum. We do this by performing the Legendre transformation L L = L − JC , and obtain
This results in
Now we rewrite the one-dimensional Lagrangian (2.18) as a sum of squares of first-order flow equations. To this end, we use the relation 19) and obtain
This concludes the rewriting of the effective one-dimensional Lagrangian. Setting the squares in (2.20) to zero yields the first-order flow equations
These flow equations are supplemented by (2.11) and (2.16), and solutions to these equations are subjected to the constraint 22) which follows from the last line of (2.20) . Note that the flow equations (2.21) show an interesting decoupling: The scalar fields X A and the metric coefficient e B are completely determined by the magnetic fields and the fluxes, whereas the electric charges only enter in the equations for the metric functions e U and e W and the A A z -components of the gauge fields. This will be helpful in the search for solutions, cf. sec. 4.
Subtracting the fourth from the fifth equation in (2.21) gives 26) while the third equation, together with (2.16), gives 27) and henceĈ 28) with λ a real integration constant. 1 Inserting this into (2.25) gives
However, the electric field is actually given by
where we used the form of the inverse metric, the third equation of (2.3), together with the first equation of (2.21), and (2.29). Comparing this with (2.11), we see that this can also be expressed as
Obviously, the electric field is independent of the integration constant λ and is non-vanishing whenever some of the chargesq A are non-vanishing. In contrast, the five-dimensional magnetic field component (F A ) rz does depend on λ according to
Notice, however, that both the electric field and the rz-component of the magnetic field are determined by the chargesq A . As a consequence, the combination G AB F A M N F BM N vanishes (independently of λ) for vanishing P A on any solution of (2.21), i.e.
1 Given the relation C = e U −W + λ between three of the metric functions, the solution set of the first-order equations (2.21) is naturally more restricted than the one obtained by looking at the second order equations of motion. In particular, the charged magnetic brane solution of [12, 15] is not a solution of (2.21).
On the other hand, inserting (2.28) into the line element (2.1) results in
Thus, we see that the sign and the magnitude of the integration constant λ determine the nature of the warped line element. In particular, a vanishing λ will give a null-warped metric, i.e. g tt = 0. Let us now briefly display the flow equations for static, purely magnetic solutions. They are obtained by setting q A = A A z = J = 0, which results inq A =Ĵ = C = 0, so that the non-vanishing flow equations are
These flow equations need again to be supplemented by the constraint h A P A = 0. Magnetic supersymmetric AdS 3 × R 2 solutions to these equations were studied in [19, 22, 23, 7] . Finally, we would like to show that the flow equations (2.21) follow from a superpotential. To do so, it is convenient to introduce the combinations
Using them and introducing the physical scalars ϕ i , the one-dimensional Lagrangian (2.18) takes the form
where we used [29, 30] 
The advantage of working with the combinations (2.36) is that the sigma-model metric is then block diagonal with
It is now a straightforward exercise to show that the potential V of the one-dimensional Lagrangian (i.e. the last two lines of (2.37)) can be expressed as
with the superpotential
In doing so, one has to make use of the constraint h A P A = 0, of (2.38) and [29, 30] 
Using the superpotential (2.41), it is straightforward to check that the first-order flow equations (in the physical moduli space) can be expressed as 2
In order to derive the flow equation for ϕ i , one has to multiply the flow equation for X A by G AB ∂ j X B and use (2.38), (2.42) and
This leads to
In the absence of fluxes, the superpotential (2.41) reduces to the one obtained in [25] .
Hamiltonian constraint
Next, we discuss the Hamiltonian constraint and show that it equals the constraint h A P A = 0 that we encountered in the rewriting of the Lagrangian in terms of first-order flow equations. The Einstein equations take the form
There are only five independent equations, namely the ones corresponding to the tt-, rr-, xx-,zz-and tz-component of the Ricci tensor, which we have displayed in appendix A. To obtain the Hamiltonian constraint, we consider the tt-component of Einstein's equations. We use the rr-, xx-,zz-and tz-equations to obtain expressions for the second derivatives U , C , 2 Note that (2.40) would hold also for any combination of signs in Z = 1 2
but (2.43) requires the signs given in (2.41).
B and W , which we then insert into the expression for the tt-component. This yields the following equation, which now only contains first derivatives,
This equation turns out to be equivalent to the rr-component of Einstein's equations,
where L M denotes the matter Lagrangian. Next, using (2.11), (2.16), (2.27) and the flow equation for (A A z ) in (2.47), we obtain the intermediate result
Then, using the first-order flow equation (2.21) for (X A ) , we get
(2.50)
In the next step we use (2.23) as well as the fourth flow equation of (2.21) to obtain
Then, one checks that all the terms containing B , U and W cancel out, so that the on-shell Hamiltonian constraint (2.51) reduces to (2.22).
Reducing to four dimensions
The five-dimensional stationary solutions to the flow equations (2.21) may be related to a subset of the four-dimensional static solutions discussed in [3, 6] by performing a reduction on the z-direction. We briefly describe this below. A detailed check of the matching of the five-and four-dimensional flow equations is performed in appendix B.
The five-dimensional solutions are supported by electric fluxes h 5d A , electric charges q 5d A , magnetic fields P A 5d , and rotation J. 3 The relevant subset of four-dimensional solutions is supported by electric fluxes h 4d A , electric charges Q I = (Q 0 , Q A ) and magnetic fields P A 4d .
The five-dimensional N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity action (2.4) is based on real scalar fields X 5d which satisfy the constraint 1 6 C ABC X A 5d X B 5d X C 5D = 1 for some constants C ABC , while the four-dimensional N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity action considered in [3, 6] is based on complex scalar fields X I 4D with a cubic prepotential function
The four-dimensional physical scalar fields are z A = X A 4d /X 0 4d , which we decompose as z A = C A + iX A . Now we relate the real four-dimensional fields (C A ,X A ) to the fields appearing in the fivedimensional flow equations. To do so, we find it convenient to use a different normalization for the scalar constraint equation, namely
We will show in the appendix that the matching between the four-dimensional and the fivedimensional flow equations requires to choose v = 1 2 , a value which was already obtained in [31] when matching the gauge kinetic terms in four and five dimensions. Choosing the normalization (3.2) amounts to replacing C ABC by C ABC /v, a change that affects the normalization of the Chern-Simons term in the five-dimensional action (2.4), as well as the quantitiesq A andĴ given in (2.12) and (2.17), respectively. On the other hand, if we stick to the definition
with G AB given by
Using this normalization, we obtain the following dictionary between the four-dimensional quantities that appeared in [6] and the five-dimensional quantities that enter in (2.21),
The five-and four-dimensional line elements are related by 
Solutions
In the following, we construct solutions to the flow equations (2.21). First we consider exact solutions with constant scalars X A . Subsequently we numerically construct solutions with running scalars X A .
Solutions with constant scalar fields X

A
We pick V = 0 in the following. We will consider two distinct cases. In the first case, all the magnetic fields P A are taken to be non-vanishing. In the second case, we set all the P A to zero. Other cases where only some of the P A are turned on are also possible, and their analysis should go along similar lines.
Taking
Here we consider the case when all the P A are turned on. Demanding X A = constant yields
Observe that G AB is constant, and so is B. We set B = 0 in the following, which can always be achieved by rescaling x and y. Combining (4.1) with (2.24), we express the magnetic fields P A in terms of h A and X A as
This relation generically fixes the scalars X A = X A (h B , P B ) in terms of the fluxes and magnetic fields, as we will see in the explicit examples of sec. 4.2. Contracting (4.2) with h A and using the constraint (2.22) we obtain
as well as
Observe that (4.3) together with h A X A = 0 would imply h A = 0. Thus, in the following, we take h A X A = 0. We obtain from (2.23),
where r 0 denotes an integration constant. Inserting this into the third equation of (2.21) gives e
Next we setq A = 0, so that the A A z take constant values. These are determined by
Defining C AB = C ABC P C , this is solved by
Here, we assumed that C AB is invertible, which generically is the case when all the P A are turned on.
For constant A A z ,Ĵ is also constant, and we can solve (4.6). Taking h A X A = 0, we get
where b denotes an integration constant. Combining this result with (4.5) gives
To bring these expressions into a more palatable form, we introduce a new radial variable
with τ ≥ 0 and 14) and the associated line element reads 16) and assuming z to be compact, this is nothing but the metric of the extremal BTZ black hole in AdS 3 times R 2 , so that the space time is asymptotically AdS 3 × R 2 . This can be made manifest by the coordinate redefinitions
the line element becomes
This describes an extremal BTZ black hole with angular momentum j and mass M = j/l [32] , where l denotes the radius of AdS 3 . The horizon is at ρ 2 + = jl/2 =Ĵ/b, which corresponds to τ = 0. The entropy of the BTZ black hole (and hence the entropy density of the extremal BTZ ×R 2 solution (4.19)) is
Observe that α is determined in terms of the fluxes h A and the P A through (4.2), and so it is independent of J and q A . In deriving the above solution, we have assumed that all the P A are turned on so as to ensure the invertibility of the matrix C AB . In this generic case, the constant values of the scalar fields X A and A A z are entirely determined in terms of the h A , P A and q A . When switching off some of the P A , some of the A A z may be allowed to have arbitrary constant values, but these are expected not to contribute to the entropy density.
The BTZ×R 2 -solution given above can be found in any N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity model. This can also be inferred as follows. Setting B = (X A ) = (A A z ) =q A = 0 in the Lagrangian (2.18) and using the relations (4.3) and (4.4) yields a one-dimensional Lagrangian that descends from a three-dimensional Lagrangian describing Einstein gravity in the presence of an anti-de Sitter cosmological constant Λ = −1/l 2 determined by the flux potential (4/l 2 = (gh A X A ) 2 ). As is well-known, the associated three-dimensional equations of motion allow for extremal BTZ black hole solutions with rotation. As shown in [19] , the near-horizon geometry of the BTZ×R 2 -solution (which is supported by the magnetic fields (4.2)) preserves half of the supersymmetry.
The entropy of the BTZ black hole solution depends onĴ, which takes the form
This combination is invariant under the transformation
withĴ andq A given in (2.17) and (2.12), respectively. In the absence of fluxes, this transformation is called spectral flow transformation and can be understood as follows from the supergravity perspective [26] . The rewriting of the five-dimensional Lagrangian in terms of first-order flow equations makes use of the combinationsq A andĴ. These combinations have their origin in the presence of the gauge Chern-Simons term. When the A A z are constant, the shifts q A →q A and J →Ĵ take the form of shifts induced by a large gauge transformation of A A z , i.e. A A → A A + k A , where k A denotes a closed one-form. These transformations constitute a symmetry of string theory, and this implies that the entropy of a black hole should be invariant under spectral flow. It must therefore depend on the combination (4.21). In the presence of fluxes, we find that the BTZ ×R 2 -solution (4.19) respects the spectral flow transformation (4.22).
The three-dimensional extremal BTZ black hole geometry, resulting from dimensionally reducing the black brane solution (4.19) on R 2 , is a state in the two-dimensional CFT dual to the asymptotic AdS 3 , with left-moving central charge c = [33] . Hence, the large charge leading term in the entropy of the black hole is given by the Ramanujan-Hardy-Cardy formula for the dual CFT,
This is exactly equal to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (4.20) computed above (in units of G 3 = 1), and can be regarded as a microscopic computation of the bulk black brane entropy from the holographic dual CFT.
Now we consider the case when all the P A vanish. Then, (4.1) reduces to
which determines the constants X A in terms of the fluxes h A . Contracting (4.24) with G AB h B yields where β denotes an integration constant which we set to zero. The combination U + W is given by
where u denotes an integration constant which we also set to zero. A non-vanishing q A yields a running scalar field
gh A X A r . In the chosen coordinates, the line element can only have a throat at |r| = ∞. At either of these points, either the area element e B or A A z blows up. If we demand that both e B and A A z stay finite at the horizon, we are thus led to take A A z to be constant, which can be obtained by setting q A = 0. Therefore, we set q A = 0 in the following. This implies thatĴ is constant, which we take to be non-vanishing.
Taking h A X A = 0, (4.29) is solved by
where γ denotes an integration constant. Using (4.28), this results in
Redefining the radial coordinate,
yields e B = τ ,
In the chosen coordinates, the line element reads
It exhibits a throat as τ → 0. In the following we set λ = 0, and we takeĴ/(gh A X A ) > 0. In the throat region, the terms proportional to γ do not contribute (recall that we are takingĴ to be non-vanishing) and the line element becomes
where we rescaled the coordinates by various constant factors. Then, performing the coordinate transformationτ = τ 3 ,t = 3t , (4.37) and setting ( 1 3 gh A X A ) 2 = 1 for convenience, the line element becomes
which describes a null-warped throat. The entropy density vanishes, S ∼ e 2B+W | τ =0 = 0. In the limit τ → ∞, on the other hand, there are two distinct cases. When γ = 0 (we take γ > 0),
and the line element becomes
where we rescaled the coordinates. Observe that this describes a patch of AdS 5 . The other case corresponds to setting γ = 0, in which case the behavior at τ → ∞ is determined by
and the associated line element is again of the form (4.36) and (4.38). Thus, we conclude that the solution (4.35) with γ = 0 describes a solution that interpolates between AdS 5 and a null-warped Nernst throat at the horizon with vanishing entropy, in which all the scalar fields are kept constant. This is a purely gravitational stationary solution that is supported by electric fluxes h A . It is an example of a Nernst brane (i.e. a solution with vanishing entropy density), and is the five-dimensional counterpart of the four-dimensional Nernst solution constructed in [6] . Nernst solutions suffer from the problem of divergent tidal forces. These may get cured by quantum or stringy effects [34] .
Solutions with non-constant scalar fields X
A Here we present numerical solutions that are supported by non-constant scalar fields X A and that interpolate between a near horizon solution of the type discussed above in sec. 4.1.1 and an asymptotic AdS 5 -region with metric 42) i.e. the metric functions U (r), B(r) and W (r) in (2.1) all asymptote to the linear function r and C becomes 0 (or constant, since a constant C can be removed by a redefinition of the z-variable). To be concrete, we work within the STU-model. Within this model, a solution with a single running scalar and withĴ = 0 was already given in sec. 2.3 of [7] . In order to facilitate the comparison with their results, we will work with physical scalars in this section, i.e. we solve the constraint X 1 X 2 X 3 = 1 via
In an asymptotically AdS 5 -spacetime the two scalars φ i have a leading order expansion
i.e. they both correspond to dimension 2 operators of the dual field theory and a i and b i correspond to the sources and 1-point functions, respectively. For all the following numerical solutions, we choose
Solution with a single running scalar
Let us first consider the case with a single running scalar field and with vanishingĴ. For concreteness, we choose the magnetic fields also imply a rescaling of e B and, thus, we would not have B = 0 anymore, as was assumed in sec. 4.1.1. Solving (4.2) for these values of P A leads to
where we added the subscript (0) in order to distinguish the constant near horizon values from the full, non-constant solution to be discussed momentarily. These values lead to
with α defined in (4.13). Finally, using (4.12), (4.14) and (4.16), we obtain
In order to obtain an interpolating solution with an asymptotic AdS 5 -region, we slightly perturb around this solution. In particuar, we make the following ansatz for small r we can find the initial conditions needed to solve (2.21) numerically. In practice it is most convenient to solve (2.21) in the τ variable (4.12), as the horizon is at τ = 0. This allows to set the initial conditions for instance at τ = 10 −13 and then integrate outwards. Doing so and choosing c 3 = 1, we obtain the result depicted in figure 1 (note that the plot makes use of the r-variable, i.e. the primes denote derivatives with respect to r as before). Moreover, C ≡ 0. Even though the functions U and W always have the same derivative, they differ by a shift, as can be seen in the right part of figure 1. This is due to the fact that we chose b = 4α −3 according to (4.16) , instead of b = 1, with b being introduced in (4.9). This solution is very similar to the one discussed in sec. 2.3 of [7] and it is obvious that the metric asymptotically becomes of the form (4.42).
Solution with two running scalars,Ĵ = 0
We now turn to the case of two non-trivial scalars, first still with vanishingĴ and then witĥ J = 0 in the next subsection. In all cases we choose
Again, the overall normalization of the P A is imposed on us by demanding B = 0 in the near-horizon region. This time solving (4.2) leads to The functions U (0) , W (0) and C (0) are again given by (4.49), now using the value of α given in (4.54). Perturbing around the near-horizon solution utilizes the same ansatz as in (4.50). This time, we obtain the conditions
Again, the parameter c 3 determines the sources and 1-point functions of the scalars φ 1 and φ 2 . Using (4.55) in (4.50) we obtain the initial conditions to solve the flow equations numerically. We do not find any solution for c 3 = 1, but inverting the sign, i.e. choosing c 3 = −1, leads to the solution depicted in figure 2 , which in addition has C ≡ 0 and which is asymptotically AdS 5 .
Solutions with two running scalars,Ĵ = 0
Finally, let us look at the more general case, where we have two running scalars and a constant non-vanishingĴ. We choose the same values for the magnetic fields as in the last example, i.e. change arises for U, W and C, as their flow equations explicitly depend onĴ. They take on the near-horizon form
Notice, in particular, the different behavior of U (0) and W (0) very close to the horizon, i.e. for r → −∞. Whereas the slope of U (0) and W (0) was α/2 in the case of vanishingĴ, cf. (4.49), now it is α for U (0) and zero for W (0) in the case of non-vanishingĴ. We will clearly see this in the numerical solutions. Again, we perturb around the near-horizon solution by (4.50). We again infer that c 2 = c 4 and that c 1 and c 3 are related as in (4.55). Moreover, δU, δW and δB are all proportional to e c 2 r . Without going into the details, we present the resulting numerical solutions for different values ofĴ in figure 3. All these plots were produced using c 3 = −0.1 and b = 4α −3 . One can nicely see that the main difference to the case of vanishingĴ appears in the U and W sector. The different slope of U and W close to the horizon, mentioned in the last paragraph, is apparent. It is also obvious that for smallĴ, U and W first behave as in the case with vanishingĴ when approaching the horizon from infinity. I.e. they start out showing the same slope of α/2 until theĴ-term starts dominating very close to the horizon, where the slope of U doubles and W becomes constant. With increasingĴ the intermediate region, where U and W have the same slope of α/2, becomes smaller and smaller and finally disappears altogether.
The function C = e U −W − 1/b is shown (forĴ = b) in figure 4 . Obviously, asymptotically it becomes constant and, thus, the asymptotic region is indeed given by AdS 5 .
Finally, in figure 5 , we plot φ 1 and φ 2 , multiplied with e 2r , for two different values of c 3 . As expected from (4.44), the graphs show a linear behavior with non-vanishing sources and 1-point functions for the two operators dual to the scalars. Obviously, these sources and 1-point functions depend on the value of c 3 . 
A Einstein equations
When evaluated on the solution ansatz (2.1), the independent Einstein equations take the following form: tt-component:
(A.1) rr-component:
xx-component:
zz-component:
(A.4) tz-component:
(A.5)
B Relating five-and four-dimensional flow equations
We relate the four-dimensional flow equations for black branes derived in [6] in big moduli space to the five-dimensional flow equations (2.21). We set g = 1 throughout. The four-dimensional N = 2, U (1) gauged supergravity theory is based on complex scalar fields X I encoded in the cubic prepotential (with A = 1, . . . , n)
where z A = X A /X 0 denote the physical scalar fields and
Differentiating with respect to z A yields
where F A = ∂F/∂z A , etc. The Kähler potential K(z,z) is determined in terms of F by
The Kähler metric g AB = ∂ A ∂BK(z,z) can be expressed as
where K A = ∂K/∂z A and
In the following we pick the gauge X 0 (z) = 1, X A (z) = z A (with X I (z) ≡ X I e −K/2 ), so that the complex scalar fields X I and the z A are related by X 0 = e K/2 and X A = e K/2 z A . Using the dictionary (3.5) that relates the quantities appearing in the four-and fivedimensional flow equations, in particular z A −z A = 2ie W X A 5d , we obtain
where G AB denotes the target space metric in five dimensions, cf. (3.4), and the X 5d A were defined in (3.3). The factor of v in (B.7) arises due to the normalization in (3.2) . Using these expressions, we establish g
In the big moduli space, the four-dimensional flow equations were expressed in terms of rescaled complex scalar fields Y I given by Y 0 = |Y 0 |e iα and Y A = Y 0 z A , where |Y 0 | = e K/2+ψ−U 4 . On a solution to the four-dimensional flow equations we can relate the phase α to the phase γ that enters in the four-dimensional flow equations. We obtain α = −γ, which we establish as follows. Writing e 2iα = Y 0 /Ȳ 0 we get
The flow equation for Y 0 reads [6] (
where we used
cf. for instance [35] . In (B.11) the q I denote the four-dimensional quantities
which should not be confused with the five-dimensional electric charges q 5d A . The quantitieŝ Q I andĥ I are combinations of the four-dimensional charges and fluxes given by [6] 
For later use, we also introduce the quantities
Inserting the flow equation (B.11) in (B.10) yields
where we used the relation
as well as |Y 0 | = e K/2+ψ−U 4 . Next, using that on a four-dimensional solution we have q I Y I =q IȲĪ , we obtain
Inserting this in (B.16) results in
Using (B.9), we obtain
where we used (B.18) in the last equality. Now we notice that
This is precisely the flow equation for γ, provided α = −γ.
Using this result, we now relate the flow equations for the z A to the five-dimensional flow equations for X A 5d and A A z . Using the four-dimensional flow equations for Y 0 and Y A we obtain
Then, using (B.12), one derives
Now we specialize to four-dimensional solutions that are supported by electric charges Q I , magnetic charges P A and electric fluxes h A . Decomposing z A = C A + iX A and using the expression (B.13) gives
Then, using (B.17) and (B.8) leads to (we recall (3.8))
.
(B.28)
Thus, we obtain for the real part,
Next we show that the second line of this equation vanishes by virtue of the four-dimensional flow constraint Im
We have
and
This gives 35) which vanishes due to (B.30), so that (B.29) becomes
where we used the relations (3.9) and (B.7). For the imaginary part of (z A ) we get
. (B.37) Using (3.4) we obtain
Contracting this expression once with P A X B 5d and once with P A , we rewrite the two expressions containing C BCD P B X C 5d X D 5d and C BEF P E X F 5d in (B.37). Using (B.7) as well we obtain
Using X 5d A (X A 5d ) = 0 (and (3.8), (3.9)) we infer
The former should match the flow equation for e W . To check this, we note that the fivedimensional flow equations (2.21) imply
Subtracting this from the third equation of (2.21) gives
so that
This matches (B.40) if we set v = 1/2 and perform the identifications (3.5). Under these identifications, the flow equations (B.36) and (B.41) precisely match those for A A z and X A 5d appearing in (2.21). Similarly, the flow equations for the four-dimensional warp factors U 4 and ψ match those of the five-dimensional warp factors U and B using (3.9).
C A different first-order rewriting
We present a different first-order rewriting that allows for solutions with electric fields. This rewriting is the one performed in [28] for static black hole solutions, which we adapt to the case of stationary black branes in the presence of magnetic fields. We consider the metric (2.1) and the gauge field ansatz (2.2) with A A z = 0, so thatq A = q A andĴ = J. The starting point of the analysis is therefore Lagrangian (2.18), with A A z = 0, q A = q A andĴ = J.
We perform the following g-split of U and V ,
In addition, we perform the rescaling
and we organize the terms in the Lagrangian into powers of g. This yields
We perform a first-order rewriting of L 0 by introducing parametersq A and γ A that are related to the electric charges q A by
We obtain
This yields the first-order flow equations
Using (C.1) as well as X A (X A ) = 0, these equations yield
Integrating the latter gives
whereγ A denote integration constants. Contracting this with X A results in
which satisfies the second equation of (C.7) by virtue of X A (X A ) = 0. L 0 contains, in addition, the first line, which is not the square (or the sum of squares) of a first-order flow equation. Its variation with respect to U 0 gives
Comparing with (C.8) yieldsq
Since G AB is positive definite, we conclude that this can only be fulfilled for arbitrary values ofq A ifγ B = γ B . On the other hand, varying the first line of L 0 with respect to X A and using (C.8) gives − 2µ r e U 0q A 2 δX
which vanishes by virtue of δG CD X D = 3 δX C = −2 G CD δX D . Thus, we conclude that the set of variational equations derived from L 0 is consistent. Now we turn to L 2 ,
− j e −W +U 0 +U 2 + 2e
This yields the first-order flow equations We have thus derived two sets of first-order flow equations (one derived from L 0 and the other derived from L 2 ) that need to be mutually consistent. Consistency of these two sets implies certain relations which we now derive.
Adding the third and fourth equation of (C.14) gives
Combining this with the first equation of (C.7) yields
Comparing with the second equation of (C. Contracting the first equation of (C.14) with G AB results in
Using (C.17) gives
Using W = − 1 2 U 0 (from the first equation of (C.7)) in the second equation of (C.14) gives Since the left hand side is constant, we conclude that
Finally, comparing the first equation of (C.6) with (C.20) Note that the contraction of (C.26) with X A gives back (C.18). On the other hand, contracting (C.26) with p A and using (C.15) and (C.25) gives
(C.27)
Observe that both sides are positive definite. This relation is, for instance, satisfied for the STU-model X 1 X 2 X 3 = 1. Inserting the relation
into (C.27) we obtain
Thus, we conclude that the two sets (C.7) and (C.14) are mutually consistent, provided that (C.26) is satisfied and the constraints (C.15) and (C.25) hold.
In the following, we solve the first-order flow equations for the case when p A = 0. Then j = 0, so that from (C.21) we obtain U 2 = − 3 2 U 0 , which also equals W + 2B by virtue of the first equation of (C.7). Thus U 2 = W + 2B, up to an additive constant. Then, (C.26) is satisfied provided we setq A = −h A . Summarizing, when p A = 0, we obtain This is the black brane analog of the black hole solutions discussed in [28] . 
